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Where you stand depends on where you sit: qualitative inquiry into notions of fire adaptation

Hannah Brenkert-Smith 1, James R. Meldrum 2, Patricia A. Champ 3 and Christopher M. Barth 4

ABSTRACT. Wildfire and the threat it poses to society represents an example of the complex, dynamic relationship between social and ecological systems. Increasingly, wildfire adaptation is posited as a pathway to shift the approach to fire from a suppression paradigm that seeks to control fire to a paradigm that focuses on “living with” and “adapting to” wildfire. In this study, we seek insights into what it means to adapt to wildfire from a range of stakeholders whose efforts contribute to the management of wildfire. Study participants provided insights into the meaning, relevance, and use of the concept of fire adaptation as it relates to their wildfire-related activities. A key finding of this investigation suggests that social scale is of key importance in the conceptualization and understanding of adaptation for participating stakeholders. Indeed, where you stand in terms of understandings of fire adaptation depends in large part on where you sit.
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INTRODUCTION

The National Cohesive Wildland Fire Management Strategy (National Cohesive Strategy 2011), the guiding document for U.S. federal forest, land, and fire management agencies, highlights creating “fire-adapted communities” as one of three core goals that support “living with” and “adapting to” wildfire. As such, focus on fire adaptation seeks to reduce the unintended and exacerbated threats to human lives and values, and the escalating costs that result from fire suppression (Busenburg 2004, Mortiz et al. 2014, Olson et al. 2015, USFS 2015). This shift from an almost complete focus on suppression reflects evolving understandings of wildfire (Allen and Gould 1986, Carroll et al. 2007, Hammer et al. 2009, Lockwood 2010, Schoennagel et al. 2017), which also emphasize addressing climate change-related effects on forest conditions and wildfire behavior (Jolly et al. 2015), and demographic shifts that exacerbate risk to lives and values at risk in the expanding wildland–urban interface (WUI) (Westerling et al. 2006, Stephens et al. 2013, Rasker 2015, Knorr et al. 2016). The policy explicitly recognizes the unsustainability of the wildfire suppression approach (Olson et al. 2015). Today, federal agencies and other fire management organizations that grapple with the unintended consequences of past approaches (Stephens and Ruth 2005, Steelman and Burke 2007, Pyne 2015, Fischer et al. 2016) increasingly unite around a fire management policy that aims to “restore and maintain resilient ecosystems, create fire-adapted communities, and respond to wildland fire while keeping communities safe” (Tidwell 2013).

Narratives about social and ecological problems reflect societal understandings of critical dilemmas, while shifts in narratives highlight social processes by which problems may be redefined. As a problem definition changes, new understandings set in motion critical framings that shape the policies and programs designed to address the problem (Stallings 1995). The National Cohesive Strategy (2011) articulates a narrative constructed through a collaborative process that includes government and nongovernmental entities “to seek national, all-lands solutions to wildland fire management issues.” While federal agencies are critical stakeholders who play central roles in these processes, they do not hold a monopoly on meaning, and stakeholders at different social scales contribute and respond to and even contest dominant definitions (Berger and Luckmann 1991). Differing conceptualizations among critical stakeholders could result in missed opportunities for communication and coordination that may serve as barriers to achieving intended goals.

While the ecological sciences have long attended to the concept of fire adaptation as it relates to ecological systems (Kozlowski and Ahlgren 1974), the use of fire adaptation as a concept related to social systems is relatively recent. The broader literature on the social dimensions of adaptation and resilience builds on the ecological foundations but highlights dilemmas associated with social scale from individual psychological capacities (Tugade et al. 2004) to community characteristics and capacities (Norris et al. 2008) that function as critical components in social processes required for adaptation. Broadly, resilience, or the ability of social units to cope with and change in response to disruption, requires adaptations (Adger 2000), regardless of the social scale at which it occurs. Further, relevant social scales may or may not correspond to specific sectors. In the case of wildland fire, the sectors engaged to undertake public outreach and education/incentive programs, land and resource management, and fire suppression operate largely at different social, spatial, and temporal scales. Spatial and temporal disconnects have been noted to rest within the very policies intended to attend to the current wildfire dilemmas (Steelman 2016).

The forest and fire management organizations leading fire adaptation efforts have developed guidance documents that articulate the basic tenets of what it means to adapt to wildfire. However, it is important to understand what “adaptation” in the wildfire context means to stakeholders and whether the concept translates from policy to implementation across the different scales at which wildfire management activities are occurring. We therefore focus on a core question: what does the concept of wildfire adaptation mean to stakeholders who are engaged across...
the continuum of wildfire leadership from policy to program implementation? We present findings from indepth interviews with stakeholders whose efforts contribute to the management of the wildfire problem in a range of ways. Study participants provided insights into the emergence and implementation of the concept of fire adaptation as well as how the concept is currently operating among three stakeholder groups. These groups are characterized by three different programmatic scales: national-level leadership represents a range of agencies that are engaged in efforts from conceptualizing fire-adapted communities to managing suppression resources, regional leadership provides expertise and organizing capacity to support local wildfire-related efforts across multiple fire-prone counties, and local leaders who work on risk reduction efforts with communities and with residents (one-on-one) who live in fire-prone communities. We use a “constructing social problems” approach (Spector and Kitsuse 1987) to investigate stakeholder understanding of fire adaptation in their wildfire work. Key findings from this study suggest that there was a broad, shared understanding of fire adaptation; however, there are challenges in translating policy into practice, and scale is of key importance in the conceptualization and understanding of adaptation for participating stakeholders. Indeed, where you stand in terms of understandings of fire adaptation depends in large part on where you sit.

Background and literature

Wildfire as a social-ecological system

Wildfire and the threat it poses to society represents an example of the complex, dynamic relationship between social and ecological systems (Fischer et al. 2016, Steelman 2016). Understanding this relationship as an integrated social-ecological system (SES) highlights the ways in which the human and biophysical subsystems are engaged in ongoing interaction rather than as distinct systems that can be managed separately (Gallopin 1991). While environmental management decisions tend to privilege the ecological subsystem of the SES (Landres et al. 1999), the fire suppression strategy appears to privilege the protection of the social system, with unintended consequences for the entire SES (Pyne 2015). Indeed, the history of fire exclusion for the sake of public safety resulted in significantly altered ecological functions and conditions, which subsequently exacerbated threats and potential disruption to the social system (USDA and USDI 2014). While the ecological impacts are not uniform (Parisien et al. 2012, Mortiz et al. 2014) and fuel treatments must reflect this variation (Schoennagel et al. 2017), the largely successful control of fire has played an important role in shaping social assumptions about the place of fire on the landscape and in WUI communities. Assumptions about the place of fire on the landscape may not be specifically articulated; however, continued increases in fire suppression expenditures (Gude et al. 2013, USFS 2015) provide a clear signal to society that organizations are committed to preventing and suppressing wildfire events.

Despite a history of fire suppression, the WUI has not been safe from disaster (Busenburg 2004, Mortiz et al. 2014). History is replete with examples of failed attempts to control nature. The development and expansion of the levy system in the United States to control the Mississippi River is a well-documented example of efforts to use technological approaches to control nature that resulted in unintended social costs. In this case, the levy system resulted in increased development and vulnerability in flood-prone areas that increased risk (McPhee 1989, O’Neill 2006). The history of wildfire suppression and fire suppression mirrors this path in which technological innovation in fire management yielded systemic reliance upon the exclusion of wildfire, with unintended consequences and subsequently increasing threats to social and ecological systems (USDA and USDI 2014, Schoennagel et al. 2017).

Extreme events, such as wildland fire disasters, are noted for their negative outcomes but also allow for windows of opportunity to identify steps to reduce future losses (Seneviratne et al. 2012). In other words, extreme events provide opportunities to reimagine the SES in ways that take the dynamic interplay between the social and ecological systems into account. Reimagining the wildfire SES may occur in multiple ways, from shifts in the ways the social system engages suppression strategies to the ways the social system engages approaches to risk reduction in anticipation of fires on the ground. Indeed, such opportunities may allow environmental and natural resource management strategies to meet up with hazards and disaster management (and research) and to identify both shorter term and smaller scale risk reduction, as well as longer term and broader scale adaptation efforts (see Kousky 2014).

Research on social dimensions of disruptions at the intersection of the social and ecological subsystems includes considerations of short-term, hazard-related coping in response to abrupt changes (Burton 1993, Tierney et al. 2001) as well as longer term adaptations that result in social transformations in response to environmental change (Rodin 2014, Tierney 2014). Put simply, human or societal coping action, in the form of mitigation and preparedness actions, reduces impacts, while adaptive action seeks to reduce vulnerabilities and increase resilience by shifting the system (Adger et al. 2005, IPCC 2014). As such, individual or household action may look different from community action (or other collective scales) but may rest on the same intent to reduce risk. As has been demonstrated in the climate adaptation field, the social processes that facilitate adaptation are complex because they involve multiscalar and multisectoral processes. Ultimately, such systemic shifts may result in increased social resilience, imagined as the potential to respond to disruption with a bounce-back to previous conditions or a bounce-forward that takes previous vulnerabilities into account (Tierney 2015, Kelman et al. 2016). Temporal and social scale considerations required for short- and long-term responses vary widely, though the fundamental options in response to environmental changes available to society remain within a relatively limited scope. They include share the loss, bear the loss, modify the event, prevent the effects, and change use or location (Burton 1993). These strategies are consistent with a central goal to “decrease negative effects and increase the benefits from a hazard” (Adger et al. 2009). Such strategies, however, are not equally available across society, as it is apparent that disparate vulnerabilities (i.e., exposure and sensitivity to disruptions) (Cutter and Emrich 2006) as well as coping capacity for shorter term disruptions and adaptive capacity for more long-term and sustainable adjustments vary and point to very real societal limits (Smit and Wandel 2006, Adger et al. 2009, Paveglio et al. 2009, 2015).
In environmental dilemmas, pulling the SES apart is nearly impossible and largely undesirable. In the case of wildland fire, the extensive role social systems have played in the systematic exclusion of wildfire from ecological systems highlights this interdependence. Indeed, the concerted efforts to suppress wildfire to protect communities at risk has resulted in the development of extensive social systems that are dedicated to continued exclusion of wildfire from populated landscapes. These systems range from local fire protection districts to a complex and highly structured Incident Command System that brings expertise and extensive resources to protect lives and properties in harm’s way (Lueck 2012). Further, the ongoing dedication of such resources rests upon a history of suppression and assumptions about societal expectations of protection. The alteration to ecological conditions and functions has, in many cases, exacerbated threats and potential disruption to the social system. A central challenge, however, remains in understanding these as broad processes in order to highlight the social systems built on assumptions of fire suppression without overgeneralizing the ecological effects.

**Fire adaptation**

Despite the fact that the broader research related to social-ecological systems articulates dimensions of social adaptation, most work on the social dimensions of wildfire rests within the framework of the traditional hazards/disaster cycle (Burton 1993). As such, research on the social system tends to be parsed into broad efforts to articulate the policy approaches that undergird the wildland fire dilemma (Steelman and Burke 2007) or more specific research efforts that identify behavioral response. Research on behavioral response generally focuses on shorter term coping behaviors before, during, and after stages of the disaster cycle, and includes mitigation activities and determinants of such hazard-related behaviors before an event (e.g., structural improvements, vegetation reduction around the home) (Martin et al. 2009, Brenkert-Smith et al. 2012, Dickinson et al. 2015) and preparedness activities and their determinants (e.g., evacuation planning) (Cohn et al. 2006, Jakès et al. 2007, Paveglio et al. 2010, McCaffrey et al. 2015). And finally, limited work examines factors that influence the trajectories of recovery and likelihood of rebuilding after a disaster (Mockrin et al. 2015) that may contribute to a shift from coping to adaptation. Notably, some research argues that behaviors that are typically characterized as part of the hazard/disaster cycle function as key tenets of creating fire-adapted communities (Calkin et al. 2014). While this body of work reveals important behavioral aspects of the wildfire dilemma, resting within the hazards/disaster framework may truncate the scope of research and thereby limit opportunities for more comprehensive consideration of the intersections of the systems at work.

Community case studies address this limitation, in part, by highlighting the importance of examining this intersection by placing hazard coping behaviors within local contexts to provide insights into how contextual characteristics and local histories shape response to wildfire risk (McCaffrey et al. 2013, McCaffrey 2015). Such efforts build understandings of the function of local social systems but often face limitations in comparability across context due to the scale of inquiry. In this vein, some research has prioritized investigations to characterize at-risk communities and interactions in the local context (Paveglio et al. 2015, 2016) in order to further understand social systems that face wildfire. Relatedly, recent efforts seek to characterize local capacity to adapt to changing conditions (Paveglio et al. 2012). Other efforts have sought to illuminate the role of governance in adaptation (Abrams et al. 2015). Together, these efforts contribute to an expanded approach within wildfire social science inquiry to consider how fire adaptation may function in the varied social systems affected by and responding to wildfire. While this research contributes to an expanded understanding of social response to wildfire, it consistently relies on existing definitions and framings of fire adaptation found in wildfire policy and associated formal wildfire management communications. In other words, to date, research has yet to explore how adaptation in the wildfire context is understood by the stakeholders who comprise the relevant social system(s). Studies neglect to critically grapple with what it means for various stakeholders who comprise the social component of social-ecological systems to adapt to wildfire. At this juncture, it is unclear how fire adaptation is understood beyond the stakeholders who are engaged in the formal reframing of wildfire adaptation policy and programs. Importantly, recent work argues that agencies engaged in management at the intersection of natural resources, hazards and disasters, and climate change may need “clear definitions and applications” in order to forge a path forward (Bone et al. 2015).

Solutions to this dilemma, including a shift toward “fire adaptation” and “fire-adapted communities,” suggest opportunities for paradigmatic shifts in how wildland fire is understood and managed (Olson et al. 2015, Schoennagel et al. 2017). The power to sculpt narratives is not shared evenly across society, and some stakeholders have more power and opportunity to engage in processes by which a societal problem and its solutions are defined and set in motion (Spector and Kitsuse 1987). Stakeholders from key organizations, such as the participants who contributed to the construction of the National Cohesive Strategy (2011), are examples of critical stakeholders who engage in processes that frame and construct hazards for society to address (Dietz et al. 1989, Gamson and Modigliani 1989, Cvetkovich and Earle 1992, Clarke and Short 1993, Stallings 1995, Simpson 1996). From earthquakes to wildfire, stakeholders play a critical role in deploying power to define and control the framing of understandings of hazards, disasters, the environment, natural resource dilemmas (Greider and Garkovich 1994, Stallings 1995, Brenkert-Smith 2008), and, now, fire adaptation.

Definitions from formal wildfire adaptation efforts indicate that fire adaptation requires multiscalar and multisectoral action to successfully shift from a fire suppression paradigm that seeks to control nature to one that supports wildfire adaptation. If policy narratives and related programmatic activities are shifting to wildfire adaptation, it becomes important to understand how other stakeholders who comprise relevant social systems define and understand what it means to adapt. Further, it remains critical to address how previous efforts to foster risk mitigation and response, which have comprised the central tenets of engaging communities at risk, fit in relation to the new paradigm. Indeed, shedding light on the extent to which understanding of fire adaptation is shared across relevant stakeholders constitutes a critical line of inquiry if fire adaptation is to become a central piece of managing the wildfire social-ecological system.
METHODS

Approach and overview
Creating fire-adapted communities requires efforts beyond the development of policy and programs. Adaptation in fire-prone communities requires development of insights into what adaptation means to communities at risk, what it means for communities to adapt to fire, how one might recognize a community is fire adapted or on the path toward adaptation, and what kinds of social processes support such efforts. To develop these insights, we conducted indepth interviews that examined conceptual notions of fire adaptation across stakeholders who were engaged in wildfire activities. This effort was guided by a constructing social problems approach, which maintains that the ways in which society defines and articulates a social problem, as well as the solutions to that problem, are the product of social processes (Spector and Kitsuse 1987). As such, interviews were designed to shed light on how fire adaptation is understood and described by individuals who were engaged in wildfire risk reduction efforts at three levels: as community leaders and as regional leaders in southwest Colorado, and as national leaders in formal fire adaptation efforts.

The qualitative research we describe is part of a larger research endeavor that assumes the qualities that characterize fire adaptation manifest as emergent properties of social processes at programmatic, community, and household levels in the form of measurable indicators or characteristics. The larger project includes a collaborative data collection and analysis effort using paired household and parcel data to better understand the influence of these social processes across a diverse set of communities (Meldrum et al., unpublished manuscript).

A central goal of the interviews was to gain insight into how individuals whose work focuses on reducing risk to the social components of the wildfire social-ecological system understand the concept of fire adaptation. The interview guide was designed to allow participants to describe how they characterize the fire adaptation, the goals of adaptation, the capacity to adapt, and the process of moving toward adaptive response to wildfire risk. This broad approach was used to encourage participants to reveal their perspectives on adaptation, and, if relevant, how it pertains to how they undertake their wildfire-related work.

As is common in qualitative research endeavors, the questions that shape interview guides do not seek to address specific hypotheses, but rather are intended to ensure that all participants are encouraged to discuss key areas of inquiry. Analysis of data from across the interviews informs the development of key themes and their presentation. Analysis of these data revealed three key themes: (1) participants across stakeholder groups revealed shared understandings of fire adaptation as a way of living with wildfire, with several common key attributes, including the ongoing nature of adaptation, (2) participants articulated a range of challenges associated with translating the concept of adaptation into practice, and (3) participants’ thinking about adaptation efforts is situated within the scale of their programmatic scope. These findings are described in the Results.

Study context
Interviews were conducted with stakeholders who were engaged in wildfire management on three scales: national, regional, and local. While the national-level participants were not location-specific in their efforts, the regional and local participants worked in southwest Colorado. The regional and local participants led wildfire risk reduction activities in 11 county areas in southwestern Colorado and represented two multicounty nonprofit wildfire organizations: West Region Wildfire Council (WRWC) and FireWise of Southwest Colorado (FSC).[2] West Region Wildfire Council is a collaborative effort “to mitigate loss due to wildfire in wildland urban communities while fostering interagency regional partnerships to help prepare counties, fire protection districts, communities and agencies to plan for and mitigate potential threats from wildfire” in six western Colorado counties (http://www.cowildfire.org). FireWise of Southwest Colorado serves five southwest Colorado counties and seeks to engage at-risk communities through outreach and education, planning efforts, and implementation of fire mitigation activities. West Region Wildfire Council and FSC serve a broad area that varies widely in regard to socioeconomic and ecological characteristics and community size and type. One characteristic that is broadly shared, however, is that the region is characterized as having high wildfire risk and dispersed response resources.

Data collection
Indepth interviews were conducted with 25 purposively selected participants who represented the three stakeholder scales. Purposive sampling of interview participants is a nonprobability technique in qualitative research (LeCompte and Preissle 1993, Patton 2002) that seeks to select participants who have the types of information, expertise, and experience that directly relate to the research endeavor. In this case, participants were selected based on the roles they played in efforts that seek to reduce societal risks associated with wildfire; moreover, their involvement with, and proximity to, formal fire adaptation was situated on a continuum. This continuum ranged from those who played key roles in articulating and promoting fire adaptation at a national level to those who were engaged with community members within their own neighborhoods or fire districts.

The first group was comprised of individuals (n = 8) who were actively engaged in national-level leadership efforts with the Fire Adapted Communities (FAC) Coalition and were identified through their formal affiliation with FAC. These individuals contribute to the development of the programmatic dimensions of efforts that support and promote fire adaptation in at-risk communities. In addition to being members of the Fire Adapted Communities Coalition and FAC Learning Network, the participants in this group also represented a range of institutions (from federal agencies to community organizations) for which supporting fire adaptation is a goal. Agencies represented by study participants included the North American Fire Learning Network, the International Association of Fire Chiefs, the Watershed Research and Training Center, The Nature Conservancy, the Institute for Business and Home Safety, the U. S. Forest Service, and the National Fire Protection Agency. In other words, these participants were formally linked to large, federal agencies and NGOs that articulate and create programs to carry out policy trajectories in a range of different wildfire-related sectors.

The second group was comprised of individuals (n = 6) who played a role in regional leadership through their positions with one of...
two regional organizations that seek to reduce wildfire risk in western Colorado: WRWC and FSC. These regional organizations were selected because they both have a history of working on wildfire issues and experience with fire adaptation efforts. However, the two organizations differ in their histories and in many of the specific approaches and programs they offer. Both organizations are part of a larger research effort. The participants were identified based on the key programmatic roles they played in developing and implementing wildfire education and outreach programs and engaging in and supporting wildfire risk reduction activities.

The third group was comprised of individuals (n = 10) who played a role in community leadership in the areas served by the regional organizations. The WRWC participants included fire chiefs or assistant chiefs who supported and liaised with the council to promote risk reduction within their protection districts. The FSC participants included neighborhood ambassadors who focused on education and outreach efforts to promote risk reduction activities within their communities. This group of participants engaged with community members most closely; they were members of the communities in which they worked, and sat at the intersection of programmatic efforts developed at the national, regional, and local levels and the communities targeted for education efforts, wildfire mitigation cost-sharing opportunities, and other efforts that seek to reduce risk and increase the capacity to adapt and resilience. These participants were purposively selected from lists of local leaders that were provided by WRWC and FSC based on the types of communities and fire districts in order to ensure that a variety of contexts was represented.

Inperson interviews were conducted whenever possible (n = 18), and over the phone (n = 7), as needed. All interviews were conducted by the same researcher and were guided by the one interview protocol to ensure that each interview covered the major topic areas and to increase comparability across interviews. All interviews were recorded and contextual notes were taken during the interview.[1]

Analysis
Digital audio recordings from each interview were transcribed and then coded by a single coder using standard qualitative methods (Gibson and Brown 2009). An initial coding scheme was developed based on the broad areas of inquiry outlined in the interview guide. The coding scheme was expanded based on nuances and dimensions of the broad areas of inquiry through an iterative coding process (Lofland and Lofland 1995, Strauss and Corbin 1998, Auerbach and Silverstein 2003).

The primary goal of coding was to identify the qualities of fire adaptedness the study participants articulated. Codes that appeared frequently across narratives indicated the possibility of shared understanding. As such, coded text was used to develop summary descriptions of areas of confluence and difference in participants’ characterization of fire adaptation. Key themes and subthemes within the data were identified through iterative coding processes and were explored to understand how codes related to one another, which revealed linkages between themes (Ryan and Bernard 2003, Gibson and Brown 2009), and were informed by adaptation, resilience, and wildfire social science research literatures as well as research team discussions.

The findings we present represent the key themes from the data. Illustrative quotes are included in cases when the participant articulated a theme that was shared by multiple participants and did so in a particularly useful way for the presentation of the data (Boyatzi 1998). Quotes were edited only for ease of reading, never for meaning, and any omissions are noted with ellipses.

RESULTS
Across participants, fire adaptation was described in multiple interrelated ways. Most descriptions focused on broad, overarching, or conceptual descriptions of fire adaptation, using a variety of terms, including fire adaptation, adaptedness, and adaptiveness, often interchangeably. Commonalities in these descriptions rested with fire adaptation as an ongoing, context-specific effort to “live with” wildfire. Though descriptions of what it means to “live with wildfire” constituted variations on a theme, the theme of “living with wildfire” was consistent. These broad descriptions invoked language that indicated the importance of considering the ways in which social and ecological systems interact.

I think of adaptation as behavioral and structural changes or modifications that entire communities can be doing. That could be buildings, roadways, landscapes, vegetation, then, also human behavior. All of those changes that are meant to bring us a more able [sic] and more resilient…more able to deal with wildfire, is another way of saying it. More resilient to that possibility. For me, that could mean changes to building codes. It could mean people’s understanding of the ecosystem that they live in and the history of fire occurrence in that ecosystem.

It could mean a whole bunch of things related to how we live in the world that we do. (Regional leadership R5)

Beyond such overarching characterizations, participants’ narratives revealed several key themes of note. First, narratives contributed to the identification of a small number of essential attributes of adaptation, including the notion that efforts must be ongoing to constitute being adaptive. Second, narratives revealed challenges associated with translating the concept of adaptation for implementation due to the varied contexts within which fire adaptation may be needed. Third, while most participants considered the term “adaptation” to be useful, participants offered varied accounts of its applicability. This highlights important opportunities for coproductive processes that might ameliorate concerns among some participants of the term coming from the top-down. And finally, participant stakeholders revealed the importance of engaging scale as a tool to facilitate approaches to, and engagement with, fire adaptation.

Essential attributes of adaptation
When asked about the characteristics of a fire-adapted community and whether there are key attributes, participants tended to describe attributes for which direct metrics may not exist or may be difficult to measure. The two key attributes described by all participants were consistently intertwined: “awareness” of wildfire hazards and “acceptance of responsibility” among residents living in fire-prone communities.

Community leader C5: “Also, one of the key components of it [adaptation] is the acceptance of responsibility...”

https://www.ecologyandsociety.org/vol22/iss3/art7/
It is notable that much of the hazards research on wildfire includes efforts to assess stakeholders’ awareness of wildfire risk, particularly among those living in fire-prone communities (e.g., McGee and Russell 2003, Jarrett et al. 2009, Bihari and Ryan 2012, Brenkert-Smith et al. 2013). While awareness of the wildfire hazard and acceptance of responsibility were discussed conceptually, it was consistently noted that such characteristics must translate into observable outcomes in terms of household and/or collective community efforts to change the conditions of the community in ways that reduce risk. Observable outcomes that were mentioned included the development and implementation of preparedness efforts (e.g., evacuation planning, improving egress), the implementation of mitigation efforts (e.g., vegetative fuels and structural improvements), and efforts to support response (e.g., roadside treatments, improving access and signage). In other words, awareness of the wildfire hazard and acceptance of responsibility were seen as indicators of a resident’s or community’s understanding of its role in a fire-prone landscape but is observed through its actions in response to that role. That is, “awareness” and “acceptance” as used by participants, entail related actions, thus extending beyond the literal meanings of the terms. Thus, while participants varied in the extent to which they described these as distinct attributes or necessary precursors to adaptation, they consistently asserted that action served as evidence of awareness and acceptance.

I think the bigger piece is that if a community takes action to prepare itself, it can live successfully with fire on the landscape on a regular basis, without loss of life, property, or the need for an extensive protection effort. (National leadership N5)

Other attributes that were described as essential to, and in support of, adaptation included what could be characterized as adaptive capacity (Pavegelio et al. 2015). Adaptive capacity can include the presence of local leadership across sectors as well as leadership directly related to wildfire issues. It can also include other capacities that are described as critical to fire adaptation, such as social capital, including knowledge and networks. These examples of social capital are not unlike those that are understood as critical to fire adaptation, such as social capital, including knowledge and networks. These examples of social capital are not unlike those that are understood to be critical in the face of climate change adaptation (Adger 2000), which include having to be continually engaged in efforts such as group activities, trainings, and communication skill building. Indeed, participants consistently discussed adaptation as processes that arose out of local resources and capacities and resulted in overall reduction in risk. It is fair to say that participants generally understood a fire-adapted community as one that:

...has taken on a holistic approach to dealing with the fact that they live in a fire-prone area. By dealing with that, it means that instead of having the concept that the fire department will save me, or it’s not going to happen to me, or if my home burns that’s what insurance is for, they have taken an active role in understanding that, yes, they are at risk to wildfire, mitigating that wildfire risk to the point that hopefully, which is what we all hope for, if a fire were to move through that area there would be less devastation and catastrophic loss. (Regional leadership R4)

A central, long-term goal associated with attaining the attributes described was the possibility of communities surviving fire, and in some cases, even the use of fire as a fuel management tool. The term “survivability” arose numerous times and was frequently used interchangeably with fire adaptation. In these instances, survivability was used to indicate that a community would “survive” a wildfire event with minimal damage, though the extent to which fire suppression resources were a part of the picture varied.

Ideally, my vision would be that, if the community was well-enough prepared, and there was fire on adjoining lands, that that fire could actually be allowed to move into that community without it being a big threat. In an ideal world. In the right type of landscape. (Regional leadership R2)

Most participants acknowledged that fire suppression would likely continue to play an important role in the WUI, and that in some communities, wildfire events would always require suppression resources due to biophysical features, including terrain, topography, and the existence of fuels that would remain beyond the community’s capacity to change due to the mosaic of property ownership.

Ever-onward, Adaptation

A key aspect of participants’ characterizations of fire adaptation included the importance of understanding that the work of adaptation is ongoing. Due to the continuous requirements related to vegetative fuel management (and social changes due to residents moving in and out of communities), fire adaptation was characterized as a dynamic process:

I think that having people that understand that they have an issue, people that are proactive in preparing their community and educating their community and people that recognize that there is no checkbox. In a fire-adapted community, it’s a constantly evolving cycle that never ends. There’s no sign to put out in the front. …If it’s one thing that I’ll joke about, about Firewise, is, ‘Oh great, we’ve rented a chipper, once a year, and we can put a sign out front.’ The sign doesn’t do anything for you, folks. There is no sign in fire adaptability, because it’s a constantly evolving process and if you can get a community that recognizes the need, that’s proactive to do the work and recognizes that it never ends, then that’s, to me, some of the biggest attributes. (National leadership N7)

As such, adaptation was described as a process that does not have an endpoint but rather is ongoing. At the smallest of scales, this simply meant that homeowners must continue to reduce fuels at the parcel level or expand efforts to the community-level. At the more expansive scales, this meant that efforts must continue to include more sectors, more stakeholders, and broader landscapes. Leadership was deemed imperative for sustained, coordinated
efforts, particularly in light of concerns about potential declines in awareness and acceptance of responsibility during seasons and/or years with lower wildfire risk.

_The game is not going to be over when you treat all this [land for fuel reduction]. You’re not going to get to treat all that before the game changes enough that you have to rethink what you actually need to do to have resilient communities, resilient landscapes and those kinds of goals._ (National leadership N1)

For some participants, these discussions included the term “resilience.” For participants who engaged the concept, the use of the term was inextricably linked to the language of fire adaptation, as in “a fire-adapted community is resilient to wildfire.”

_We define fire adaptedness as the community’s ability to be resilient before, during, and after fire. That resilience is somewhat beyond just the fire part, because it involves them being engaged in caring for people in place and figuring out how to live better with fire and fire environments._ (National leadership N1)

Interestingly, when asked to define what “resilience” means in the context of the discussion of fire adaptation, the general explanation was that resilience is interchangeable with the goals and general concept of “adaptation.”

_Whatever those characteristics are of a resilient community would apply for a fire adaptive community in my mind. Then a focus [is] not just on mitigation and preparation but also on, we say before, during and after a fire. You taking action at all those points and learning as you go and taking note of changing circumstances and adjusting, so a continuous adaptive management is really the cycle._ (National leadership N8)

Conceptualized this way, adaptations and adaptive action at various levels of the social system and at critical intersections of society and the environment would help achieve increased resilience before and after major events. As such, resilience is a characteristic of a part of the social system that is, and continues to undertake, adaptive actions.

**Translation from the concept of adaptation to communities, programs, and management**

In order to better understand how participants’ concepts of adaptation might manifest, respondents were asked to describe communities that exhibit characteristics of fire adaptation or may be on the path toward fire adaptation. Overall, communities identified and described in the interviews reflected participants’ assertions that fire-adapted communities are those that “are educated and aware” and “take responsibility.” Not surprisingly, how those central characteristics manifested varied depending on the biophysical and social landscape of the community.

Community leaders’ descriptions of their communities’ efforts varied widely. Some community leaders identified nascent stages such as simply identifying specific steps they might take, such as a community meeting or mailing an informational flyer. And most participants reported ongoing efforts and struggles to rally community members to engage and the obstacles they face. The ongoing nature of these efforts echo the sentiment that adaptation is ever-onward. In contrast, a few participants made assertions that their community had accomplished everything needed to be considered fire adapted.

_We have adapted to living in the forest. We’ve mitigated around our homes, all around our buildings, our barns, things like that so that even if a fire does come through we have great separation between the trees that are near our home and we are not…I don’t think any of us who have homes here now are actually thinking that a fire would come through and take our homes…We’ve adapted to living in the forest to where if a natural fire occurs, which happens all the time, we get single fire lightning strikes, single tree lightning strikes and they catch on fire. The fire department comes and puts them out…I now go on vacations in July and August, where I never used to because I was always afraid of wildfire. We’ve adapted our properties to where we no longer worry about catastrophic fires taking out our homes._ (Community leadership C6)

Participants working at the regional level were most capable of identifying and describing multiple communities at various stages of a process that would fit into the definitions of adaptation that participants described. These participants were able to note the wide variation in communities’ willingness to engage the topic, awareness of stages of adaptation, local capacity existing and/or being mobilized, the existence of leadership, and in some cases, a history of ongoing efforts that have measurably changed landscape characteristics and resident practices. These participants were quick to note that it is in the variation across communities that challenges arise in developing and implementing programmatic approaches such that they attend to this variation. Such approaches must be scalable and nimble enough to step forward based on community characteristics when opportunities to do so are created or presented.

Importantly, participants’ attention to variation in manifestations of adaptation across community contexts was articulated by most of the study respondents and echoed research that demonstrates the importance and diversity of community characteristics (McCaffrey 2015, Pavelglo et al. 2015, Meldrum et al., _unpublished manuscript_). Further, most participants discussed the fact that scaling up beyond the household level entails processes that involve more stakeholders and that the interdependency among sectors increases—both facilitating and necessitating engagement with more stakeholders. Notably, however, according to participants’ narratives, it appears that activities related to wildfire still rest largely within the traditional hazard mitigation/disaster preparedness framework, with the focus remaining on efforts to prepare, mitigate, or respond to sources of risk. In contrast, discussion of efforts to make more fundamental changes to the wildfire SES remained largely at the conceptual level.

**Position and proximity to naming power: What’s in a name?**

For many participants, particularly those working at the national level, the concept of, and related efforts to promote, “fire adaptation” constitute the timely arrival of an effective and intuitive umbrella term that brings together many aspects of the wildfire dilemma. For those participants, the perceived intuitive nature of the term was thought to help facilitate the integration of various sectors that have long been at work on wildfire issues,
including entities that promote risk reduction, land management, and fire suppression resources.

The language of adaptation and resilience were also described to serve another purpose: to indicate a differentiation from previous efforts and to highlight a focus on the ongoing and cross-sectoral nature of adaptation efforts.

In order to change the game and have people live better with fire and fire environments, you have to take a more fuzzy-boundary or -level approach and really integrate not just being resilient before, during and after a fire, but you have to engage them in all aspects of the Cohesive Strategy. Not just the Fire Adapted Communities component, but learning to be in support and take actions around resilient landscapes and also around response to wildfires. (National Leadership N1)

This “fuzzy boundary” approach was thought to serve as a way to help signal a change in approach that separates current fire adaptation efforts from other formal efforts that may include a certification process (e.g., Firewise USA Communities). By changing the language, national leadership participants sought to clarify that the work of adaptation included many of the goals of previous fire risk reduction efforts but also pursues broader efforts.

Most participants who were not part of the national leadership, however, asserted that “fire adaptation” is simply a new phrase or term for a set of goals that have long been the agenda of agencies and programs all along. The new term was not seen as evidence of a paradigmatic shift in the approach to wildfire, but rather a potentially appealing repackaging. Participants presented this repackaging with varied levels of skepticism. For the least skeptical, adaptation maintains the primary agenda but expands risk reduction from parcel-level efforts to community-level efforts, integrates fuel reduction on adjacent public lands with community efforts, and seeks to shift funding to mitigation as a way or reducing suppression costs.

What we’re doing hasn’t changed all that much, because [the organization was] really doing, what I would consider adapted community stuff from before I was involved. We’ve started using that terminology. To some extent. Not as much with [or] on a one-on-one basis with homeowners, as using it in a community setting. (Regional leadership R1)

For others, however, the use of “fire adaptation” or degree of “adaptedness” was described as a type of shell game, in which the repackaging of risk reduction efforts was distracting and constituted simply another term to understand, communicate, and incorporate into existing efforts. Importantly, all those who indicated frustrations with adaptation as a shell game were able to provide a definition of fire adaptation that was very much in line with the shared understanding of the other respondents and with the working definition being used by formal outlets, including the Fire Adapted Communities Coalition and the Fire Adapted Communities Learning Network. In other words, concerns about a shell game were not fueled by a lack of understanding of the intended meaning of the term. Rather, it appears that the frustration was fueled by skepticism regarding the applicability of the new term to their wildfire work.

Yes, I guess. I think the word ‘adapt’ is just a strange word when it comes to wildfire and living within a region where that wildfire risk is prevalent. Not to sound rude [but] the bottom line is that if people want to live within that environment, they need to take steps to protect themselves and their property because the risk of wildfire is there. I think that over the last 30 years, what those steps are have been clearly relayed, whether it’s from the federal government, whether it’s from state forest service, from wildfire experts. The information is there for people to mitigate around their homes and their property, and to come up with adequate planning in the event of a wildfire as to what needs to take place. I guess if that’s the definition of adapting to wildfire, then that makes sense. (Community leadership C10)

In other words, it appears that the term is intuitive regardless of how skeptical participants were about changes to the packaging of community wildfire risk reduction efforts into the terminology of “fire adaptation.” Indeed, skeptics largely articulated a definition that was consistent with those articulated by the most ardent advocates of the term.

Important to this discussion, however, is evidence that those who were skeptical of the term differed from advocates of the term on the application and utility of the concept of fire adaptation as it related to the domain of their wildfire work. Those differences were particularly highlighted as the issue of checklists emerged. Participants from national and regional leadership, who were tied to formal efforts to promote the concept and practice of fire adaptation, clearly and consistently asserted that efforts toward community adaptation must proceed with the tenet of a no-checklist approach. This central tenet of formal fire adaptation efforts was described as one of the unique innovations associated with the conceptual and programmatic aspects of formal adaptation efforts. The justification for this tenet is tied to a definition of adaptation that maintains that adaptation is a process that is determined by the unique aspects of the context in question.

In contrast, participants from local leadership who work at the most local level—fire chiefs and neighborhood ambassadors—reported finding great value in checklists. For these participants, checklists or other methods of marking metrics achieved provide a way of identifying specific actions that may be appropriate to pursue and support, opportunities to gauge progress, and opportunities to consider actions that were not intuitively considered relevant by a community or property owner.

Right now, in fact, we had this discussion last month… ‘This is fire-adapted community,’ and I said, ‘You know what? This is a bunch of mush. Give me concrete steps that I can take,’ because they talk about, ‘We’ll deal with your schools and deal with industry.’ Well, I don’t have schools. I don’t have industry. I have homeowners’ associations and a fire department and they’re doing great things, but to say that we’re fire adapted is tough for us. …It’s also kind of tough for me because I’m more of ‘Okay, do these things and you will become a Firewise Community.’ [But with fire adaptation] there’s no checklist on what things to do to help improve. (Community leadership C9)
The checklist, therefore, is a double-edged sword: the benefit is that checklists specify important tasks that provide concrete steps for local leaders and may enable capacity in the form of direction. The other side is two-fold: first, items on checklists were described by participants at the national and regional levels as problematic due to the impossibility of developing a checklist that is applicable to all contexts. This concern reflects experience-based insights that suggest that how a community may adapt is context-dependent and reflects conclusions asserted in the wildfire research literature. Second, many participants described a potential shortcoming of checklists as the concern that users may see a discrete set of tasks and assume they have “adapted” upon completion, which would be counter to the key shared understanding of adaptation which maintains that efforts must be ongoing. As such, checklists demonstrate the tension between developing a broad concept intended to shift wildfire understandings and the process by which such concepts translate into action at different scales.

The challenges associated with translating the concept of adaptation to communities, programs, and management shine light on the stakeholders at the national level, who hold more power in the processes through which what it means to adapt to wildfire is named and characterized. Likewise, the narratives of skepticism among those working at the local level who may prefer to proceed with a checklist in hand shine light on the challenges associated with translating the concept to programs and management within at-risk communities. This is not to suggest that opportunities to engage in coproductive processes (Maiello et al. 2013, Clark et al. 2016) related to wildfire adaptation are not available. Rather, it appears that study participants were not evenly aware of such opportunities, and their perspectives may provide important insights that may contribute to the processes by which fire adaptation is understood and pursued.

**Scale as a tool to facilitate thinking about a continuum of adaptation efforts (and assessment)**

The point at which study participants described adaptation, on a spectrum from conceptual to applied, appears to reflect their relative position with respect to formal adaptation efforts. When participants were asked to describe what adaptation looks like, the focus of their narratives highlighted the ways in which their own work intersected with the continuum of efforts through which the wildfire dilemma is addressed. As such, those more detailed discussions ranged accordingly. At the smaller scale, discussions with local leaders tended to focus on the role of being a resident in a fire-prone community or on community leaders’ expectations of how a community understands and responds to wildfire. Activities at this scale focused on risk reduction at the parcel scale or shared activities within a community. As such, such activities might be characterized as traditional hazard mitigation activities. Moving up the social scale, community and regional leaders tended to engage in discussions focused on engaging community members and on the design and implementation of programs that are intended to reduce wildfire risk. Activities at this scale focused on building opportunities for community engagement and initiating activities across sectors. Such activities were noted as requiring coordination and leadership. At the upper end of the scale, a focus on fleshing out the conceptual dimensions of fire adaptation and building programs to support the pursuit of fire adaptation across sectors and leveraging activities among programs rested primarily among those engaged in the national leadership. What is notable here is not inconsistencies in understandings, but rather the continuum upon which the study participants are engaging in wildfire activities. Critical to this is evidence of overlap across social scale that indicates the potential of further strengthening the interconnectedness of scales.

Participants from the national leadership who work at programmatic and policy levels were more likely than other participants to articulate broad conceptual characterizations of adaptation and the interconnectedness of sectors required for landscape-level fire adaptation in the social and ecological systems. These participants’ conceptualization of adaptation operates at a higher, or more collective, social scale. At this higher social scale, efforts entail more partners, and represent a wide array of stakeholders, collective action, and the implicit incorporation of risk interdependency considerations. The focus on a higher social scale, at least conceptually, facilitates the harnessing of broader resources to contribute to fire adaptation beyond what an ad hoc household-by-household approach might yield.

For those who were working either with the regional programs or at the community levels, adaptation was more likely to be described at the community level. For most of those participants, the notion of “community” was intuitive, though flexible, with participants asserting that the scale of what constitutes a community flexes with the local context. Variation in community type and the broader regulatory environment were noted by many as key factors that influenced the ways in which those participants sought to pursue their work. For example, in communities in which obstacles to addressing community-level efforts existed (e.g., a disengaged fire department, home owner association restrictions on tree cutting, or community resistance to regulatory efforts such as building codes), participants described reliance on established, household-level risk mitigation and preparedness messages as critical pieces of their efforts. Not surprisingly, community meetings were described as opportunities to move the presentation of risk mitigation from household-level efforts toward the consideration of collective action on sources of shared risk (e.g., roadsides, egress). This level of engagement was described as potentially productive in both formal and informal communities and as having the potential to create opportunities for engagement regardless of the heterogeneity of the community (i.e., not everyone is on board, but can work with anyone who is).

National and regional participants generally acknowledged that the fire-adapted community concept could scale up to “communities” beyond a typical “neighborhood” scale to a broader, regional, or even landscape level. As such, it appears that one of the benefits of focusing on “community” is that it remains a flexible term and concept, and this flexibility provides opportunities to imagine (and indeed, act) on wildfire issues beyond the individual parcel level. Notably, for several participants, however, the notion of “community” presents significant challenges because the landscape of their area does not necessarily fall into neat or definable communities. This was particularly noted in the WRWC area by both regional and local leaders, but was echoed in the FSC study area as well. Those participants engage in efforts that provide leadership and resources to a wide range of communities and community types. In all likelihood, the difficulty with the term reflects the complexity...
of the social landscape and takes into account the fact that those participants also seek to engage residents who do not necessarily reside in a social grouping that they might consider or call a community.

The range of the scale discussed by participants reflects important questions regarding the scale at which adaptation can be undertaken and indeed assessed. It appears that the primary determinant of the focus of participants’ narratives reflects the relative positions study participants occupied in relation to fire adaptation activities. Indeed, while the literature suggests that adaptation can be understood as “the enactment of context-specific processes and actions local people undertake in the face of wildfire risk” (Paveglio et al. 2016), we see that “context-specific” is determined in part by the scale at which the dilemma is addressed.

**DISCUSSION**

Notions of how to live with or co-exist with wildfire have emerged, in part, as escalating suppression costs, wildland fire disasters, and indirect ecosystem losses reveal the unsustainability of the existing fire management regime. Indeed, what constitutes a sustainable approach to any natural resource or hazard management dilemma is historically contingent because the conditions of any SES change over time. Often the cumulative impacts of a management approach reflect a trajectory put in place years or even decades ago. While unintended consequences of the fire suppression paradigm have been known in the scientific community for decades, practices that shift or support a shift to reduce such adverse effects have been slow to take root. Current efforts to support fire adaptation at the national level, however, reflect shifts toward a new fire management paradigm. Such change comes with shifts in the framing of, and narratives about, the wildfire problem that set in motion efforts to address a new understanding of that problem. The interviews in this study offer insight into how stakeholders engaged in wildfire risk reduction at three levels of action understand what it means to adapt to wildfire. As such, they shed light on how the concept is framed and understood among stakeholders who are at work sculpting national-level policy and programs, as well as among those whose wildfire work rests at regional and community levels. We see the importance of the role of scale as well as the interconnectedness of scales and sectors.

**Between a checklist and an idea: the role of scale**

The concept of adaptation and support for the development of fire-adapted communities is increasingly a part of the language and programmatic efforts emerging from major stakeholders in the wildfire management dilemma. Interviews with national-level participants in this study who represented major agencies across multiple sectors at work in the wildfire dilemma articulated and embraced a relatively consistent understanding of the concept of adaptation. Importantly, those participants appeared to identify adaptation as an important mechanism that may support a paradigmatic shift in the management of wildfire. Indeed, at the conceptual level, adaptation appears to provide a way to pull together and bridge multiple sectors at work at multiple scales in the wildfire dilemma. Whether or not the concept is similarly meaningful at the levels of the regional and community leadership included in this study is a critical question, as such stakeholders could play important roles in the transition of language, public understandings, and programs needed to support such efforts. Shared understanding of, and investment in, the notion of adaptation across stakeholder groups is particularly important because, as adaptation is described here, efforts require the active involvement of stakeholders at multiple social scales. Indeed, at its very core, adaptation is described to rely upon the interconnectedness of sectors at work to address the unintended consequences of past approaches in order to lay out a path that rights those missteps and seeks a more sustainable future.

And yet, it appears that gaps exist between the efforts to characterize, define, and set programs in place to support adaptation and the stakeholders who focus on the spaces onto which adaptive practices are to be implemented. These gaps seem to reflect where study respondents sit in relation to the scope of the mandates and responsibilities of their positions. Importantly, however, data from those interviews do not indicate that these gaps are insurmountable, but rather that these gaps, if identified and addressed, may be seen as opportunities.

Certainly, such opportunities are evident in participant narratives, which suggests that different communities may take different paths to adapting to wildfire in the context of a societal paradigmatic shift in how wildfire is approached. Mixed pathways are needed because many pathways are predicted to arise in response to various scenarios, including collapse, business as usual, or via an optimistic harmonious approach (Olson and Bengtson 2015), that may exist across the landscape simultaneously. Some communities will always need suppression, and even with suppression, wildfire-related losses will never be eliminated. Some communities will adapt proactively, just as we already see some communities engaged in work that reduces risk and increases resilience. Like adaptation research related to climate change, we see that participants largely share the view that adaptation must occur based on local experience and contextual knowledge (Vedwan and Rhaodes 2001, Thomas et al. 2007, Adger et al. 2009). Indeed, this tenet was articulated by all participants. And yet, we also see that participants who are a part of community leadership, those most keenly aware of these contextual characteristics and differences, are the most likely to place value on tools (i.e., checklists) to help translate the concept of adaptation to specific, measurable, and locally relevant community goals. What is perhaps lost when regional or national leaders object to indications that checklists are valuable to the work of local leadership is the importance of the contributions of local leadership in identifying and articulating local capacity and the need to engage in adaptation efforts. Processes that can engage this tension can facilitate adaptive thinking or planning and build local capacities needed for ongoing adaptation efforts. In other words, the promotion of the concept of adaptation, when bolstered by support of local processes that translate the conceptual to the practical, may imbue the applied with local knowledge and contextual nuance and serve to bridge conceptual to implementation, national to regional to local leadership, and spur action at multiple social scales.

**Interconnectedness of scales and sectors**

Participants’ descriptions of their wildfire risk reduction efforts highlight the ways in which their work, when considered collectively, spans the range of sectors and continuum of social scales at which adaptation or adaptive actions are required.
Participants represented a range of sectors that are relevant to creating fire-adapted communities and landscapes, from WUI communities to private industry to federal agencies. The participants from leadership at the regional and national levels did well in highlighting the importance of engaging multiple sectors. And while participants were largely able to identify and articulate the varied roles different sectors play in the shift toward fire adaptation, barriers remain in bridging these sectors. Fire suppression approaches can be modified only with the right fuel conditions, which requires engagement and coordination with land and natural resource management, and with communities in the path of wildfire. However, the barriers to coordination are not insignificant, particularly for those at work on the ground. Importantly, the interconnectedness of sectors appears to be harder for those at the community leadership level to conceptualize. This may be partly because accessing representatives of the multiple interconnected sectors required for landscape-level fire adaptation requires social, economic, and political capital that is unevenly distributed across communities and their leadership.

Efforts that connect across scales, from the most local efforts to regional or national efforts, may galvanize opportunities to coordinate. Moreover, efforts that link scales may also contribute to bridging the kinds of activities needed to reduce risk in the wildfire SES. Bridging risk reduction activities from mitigation actions taken at household or community levels to engagement in local or regional regulations related development in the WUI to coordination of fuel treatments or fire suppression strategies would contribute to shifting from a “control of nature” approach to one that supports “living with wildfire.”

CONCLUSIONS
As with any qualitative study, there are limitations to the extent to which our findings and conclusions apply beyond the study area. While this study engaged participants whose roles operated at the national level, the regional and community leaders were from southwest Colorado. It is likely that there are contextual factors at play in this area that may differ from other fire-prone areas. Given that caveat, our work sheds light on social processes that will interact with broader shifts underway in the conceptualization and approach to wildfire in the United States. While adaptation is a broad concept, we found that characterizations of fire adaptation were largely consistent, with variation that appeared to be related primarily to the loci of focus of participants’ wildfire-related efforts. Overall, the stakeholders in this study, who represented leadership at the national, regional, and community levels, described an inevitability of wildfire on the landscape and the need for communities to address conditions that reduce losses and increase the likelihood of survivability. Importantly, while participants characterized several pathways, capacities, and/or efforts that are critical to supporting this undertaking, the efforts were described as requiring awareness and responsibility, leadership, and the capacity to flex as the context requires.

Critical to this study is the revelation that while all participants described adaptation in relatively consistent ways at the conceptual level, the translation of the concept to communities and programs presents challenges. Participants’ perspectives were shaped largely by the social scale at which their efforts contribute to the management of the wildfire dilemma. National leadership approached adaptation primarily at a conceptual level and described its application in broad ways that included reducing adverse effects from wildfire for the benefit of society. Local leadership approached adaptation primarily as a concept that had varied applicability to their efforts. For some, it was an intuitive concept under which their existing efforts neatly fell, but for others, it was described as a concept developed to push an agenda that was outside their focus, efforts, and capacities. The regional perspective was that adaptation efforts were both a benefit and a burden as regional leadership participants grappled with the concept. Where they sit allowed them to understand the challenges of translating a potentially useful concept into programs and practices that are relevant to the communities in their areas. Importantly, most participants understood adaptation as a pathway to help communities reimagine the role and outlook of wildfire—a pathway that may support efforts to better “share the loss, bear the loss, modify the event, prevent the effects, and change use or location” (Burton 1993), and may even lead to an understanding of the place of fire such that it may be tolerated on the landscape, where appropriate. In many ways, these conceptualizations demonstrate linkages participants are identifying among efforts, whether they be between short-term and longer term efforts, or across spatial scale and sector, that are mutually supportive and change our relationship with wildfire.

Importantly, skepticism among community leaders about the concept and programmatic developments associated with adaptation shines a light on gaps that could be bridged through efforts to integrate across national, regional, and community leadership. Suggestions that adaptation could be a shell game of fancy concepts developed at national levels are important flags that indicate the importance of engaging intersectoral and interscalar gaps more effectively. Translating the concept of adaptation to the community context and engaging a coproductive relationship on the ways in which adaptations may be locally relevant and meaningful will likely serve this effort. Importantly, research has yet to establish a consistent set of determinants of wildfire adaptation, and some urge caution in this pursuit due to variation in community context and local context and because locally identified needs are paramount for determining pathways to adaptation (Stidham et al. 2014, Paveglio et al. 2015, Paveglio 2016). If checklists are an important part of local processes upon which community leaders rely, it would behoove stakeholders at the regional and national levels to engage this issue in ways other than to dismiss it outright. Indeed, local processes that improve coping are not separate from, but are a part of, a larger adaptation agenda. Indeed, such short-term, smaller scale risk reduction activities and broader adaptations of policy and management may reflect different scales of the problem. We have not expected, and perhaps ought not to expect, households to “adapt;” rather, we expect them to engage in those behaviors that reduce risk, as appropriate in the stages of the disaster cycle they experience. Adaptation stands to be additive and to operate at a higher social scale than traditional household-level hazard mitigation activities, such that collaborative action can be taken to develop more resilient communities, fire response approaches, and policy approaches. Such efforts may support social and ecological systems in the face of the inevitable presence of wildfire.
Change there social limits to adaptation to climate change?
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